
 

: Campus: Princeton High School 
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Six Weeks Period: 1st Grade Level & Course: 10 and 11 IPC  

Timeline:   9 Days Unit Title:  Elements and the Periodic Table( PHSIPCU2L1) Lesson # 01 

Stated Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

I.1A Demonstrate safe practices during laboratory and field investigations.  
I.1B Demonstrate an understanding of the use and conservation of resources and the 
proper disposal or recycling of materials.  
I.1C: Demonstrate an understanding of the use and conservation of resources and the 
proper disposal or recycling of materials 
I.2B Plan and implement investigative procedures, including asking questions, 
formulating testable hypotheses, and selecting equipment and technology. 
I.2C Collect data and make measurements with precision.  
I.2D Organize, analyze, evaluate, make inferences, and predict trends from data.  
I.2E Communicate valid conclusions.  
I.3A Analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanations by using empirical evidence, 
logical reasoning, and experimental and observational testing, so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student. 
I.3B Communicate and apply scientific information extracted from various sources such 
as current events, published journal articles, and marketing materials. 
I.6D Relate the physical and chemical behavior of an element, including bonding and 
classification, to its placement on the Periodic Table. 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

● In what ways are the structure and properties of matter related?  

● In what ways are the properties of elements related to the Periodic Table?  

● How are the patterns in the Periodic Table used to make predictions about the properties of  

   elements?  

Misconceptions ● Students may think atoms can be seen with a microscope.  
● Students may think atoms have electrons orbiting them like planets around the sun rather than 
    in specific energy levels.  
 
 

Key Vocabulary  Anion – a negative ion that has one or more excess electrons  
Cation – a positive ion that has lost one or more electrons  
Chemical bond – force that holds atoms together in a compound  
Covalent bond – chemical bond in which electrons are shared, equally or unequally, to 
satisfy the octet rule; molecules and / or atoms held together by covalent bonds  
Hydrogen bond  a weak bond that occurs between the slightly positive charged hydrogen 
atom in a polar molecule and slightly negative charged atom(s) of another polar molecule 



Ionic bond – a bond in which electrons are given by one atom to another to satisfy the 
octet rule  
Ions – a negatively or positively charged atom or group of atoms (particle)  
Metallic bond – bond in which all the valence electrons of the metal are shared among all 
the atoms  
Octet rule – atoms in a compound give, receive, or share electrons so that each atom has 
eight electrons in its valence shell  
Oxidation number – a number given to an element in a chemical arrangement that 
represents the number of electrons lost or gained by an atom of that element in the 
compound; atoms losing electrons are positive; atoms gaining electrons are negative  
 

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, 
Notes 

Day 1 
 

Topic: : Introduction of Elements Project 
 
Objective:Students will understand the history, 
classification, applications, and structure of a given element.  
 
TEK: 
 
I.3B Communicate and apply scientific information extracted 
from various sources such as current events, published 
journal articles, and marketing materials. 
I.6D Relate the physical and chemical behavior of an 
element, including bonding and classification, to its 
placement on the Periodic Table. 
 
Engage: 

● Students will view a short PPT/Video that highlights some 
of the discovery and naming of prominent elements.  

● Students will then be directed to the McGrawHill 
Webquest from Chapter 17 entitled, “Discovering and 
Naming Elements”  (this webquest meets 85% of our 
needs for the project. A couple extra questions/sections 
need to be added)  

● Students will select or pull element to research.  
 
Explain: 
      ● Teacher will review project guidelines and timeline.  
      ● Students will begin research. Students will be  
         directed to keep notes in Google Classroom.  
         Assignment will be posted in Google Classroom. 
      ● Teacher will provide students with Unit Guide and  
         Calendar. 
 
Closing: Students observe periodic table, select 3 elements that 
they have heard of and indicate what they know about those 
elements. Share in groups and then present. 

Instructional Notes: 
● PPT/video should 

be funny or 
dramatic and short  

● Have students pull 
elements from hat 
and then allow for 
exchange but limit 
time for exchange.  

● Reserve 
computers.  

● Post on Google 
Classroom 

 
Resources: 

● McGrawHill 
Webquest with 
small modifications  

● Internet  
● Project Rubric 

 
Materials: 

● Computers 

Day 2 
 

Topic: Qualitative and Quantitative 
observation/interpretation are necessary to the discovery 
and understanding of atomic structure.  
 

Instructional Notes: 
● Have mystery 

envelopes labeled. 
with corresponding 
lab sheet.  



Objective/Key Understandings: Students will organize, 
interpret and evaluate data to mirror strategies that 
scientists have used to discover the structure of the atom. 

● In what ways are models used to help us interpret 
systems? 

● What information do patterns provide about a system(s)? 
● In what ways can a system be described by its 

properties?  
● How are interactions within a system analyzed? 
● In what ways do interactions affect the basic properties of 

a system? 
● What makes a process scientific? 
● In what ways can a system be scientifically examined? 

 
TEKs:  
I.2D Organize, analyze, evaluate, make inferences, and 
predict trends from data.  
 
I.2E Communicate valid conclusions.  
  
Engage:  

● Students and teachers may use the Video Inferencing lab 
in McGraw Hill with beans and envelopes for absent 
students. Use Hidden Information lab activity handout for 
Interactive Notes page.  

 
FLIPPED CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENT: 
 
Explain:  

● Students will pull up the Brain Pop video or  Mr. Lehan 
Atomic Theory on the historical discovery and evolving 
understanding of the structure of the atom and the 
animation on how Rutherford tested Thompson’s model. 

● Students may review the video, view other videos or 
PPT’s or complete online research about the atomic 
theory timeline in preparation for Monday’s activity. 
Teacher may present if there is time.Teacher may hand 
out materials to any student that wants foldable 
resources. 

 
Closing: Students describe to their partner/parent gifts that they 
guessed correctly and incorrectly and describe why their 
observations and interpretations were spot on or misleading. 

● Brain Pop on 
McGraw Hill may 
have to show to 
whole class if 
students do not 
have login’s.  

● May also use other 
video media 
illustrating historical 
development of 
atomic structure 
theory Mr. Lehan 
Atomic Theory  

 
 
 
Resources: 

● Hidden Information 
● McGrawHill 

Webquest with 
small modifications 

● Internet  
 
 
 
Materials: 

● Computers 
● Mystery envelopes 

with various beans 
inside. 

 

Day 3 
 

Topic: Students will identify atomic particles and relate their 
discovery to a scientist, at time and a discovery process 
(experiment) 
 
Objective/Key Understanding: Students will correlate the 
scientific process and patterns of atomic behavior with the 
discovery of the unseen atom’s structure and the historical 
deveopment of the model. 

● In what ways are models used to help us interpret 
systems? 

● What information do patterns provide about a system(s)? 
● In what ways can a system be described by its 

properties?  

Instructional Notes: 
● Use this 

opportunity to ask 
several of the Key 
Understanding 
questions. The 
atom is a perfect 
system and its 
structure applies 
many aspects of 
the scientific 
method.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqZh3NT_-fM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqZh3NT_-fM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqZh3NT_-fM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqZh3NT_-fM
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10YBBfR8X3duikwXmINLxmGsvy8Lwlw0NmBQpCbX0AkY/edit


● How are interactions within a system analyzed? 
● In what ways do interactions affect the basic properties of 

a system? 
● What makes a process scientific? 
● In what ways can a system be scientifically examined? 

TEK’s: 
I.3A Analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanations by using 
empirical evidence, logical reasoning, experimental and observational 
testing, so as to encourage critical thinking by the student. 

I.3B Communicate and apply scientific information extracted from 
various sources, such as current events, published journal articles, 
and marketing materials. 

Engage/Explain: 
● Define matter as anything that has mass and volume. 

Ask students why they cannot walk through a wall. Share 
with them that once they understand atomic structure 
they may believe they should be able to walk through the 
wall. 

● Students should have viewed the Mr. Lehan Atomic 
Theory video in class or at home. Define theroy, discuss 
this developing theory as a scientific process of 
discovering the system that is the atom. Use the 
questions from above. 

● Provide students with an input page about What are the 
particles of the atom and how did we discover them? 

● Provide students with notes on right side for all of the 
particles, their charges, locations. See Nitty Gritty 
Interactive Notebook page or use 498-493 to instruct 
students about electrons, neutrons, protons, orbits, 
electron cloud, atomic number, atomic mass, charges.  

●  Periodic Table Google slides 

Elaborate:  
● Students use textbook, videos, atomic theroy timeline 

guide and teacher resource handouts from Nitty Gritty 
Interactive Notebook, to construct accordian foldable of 
Atomic Theory timeline on left page of interactive 
notebook. Set due date. 

 

Closing: Students identify the scientist they believe had the most 
difficult interpretation of data in their quest to understand the 
structure of the atom and why. 

● Plus, students 
should be familiar 
with the particles 
and basic structure.  

● Offer students the 
resources only if 
they want them. 
Students may use 
their own and 
individualize based 
on their level of 
creativity. 

 
Materials: 

● Print outs from 
Nitty Gritty 
Notebook or other 
resource. Colored 
copy paper for 
timeline foldable, 
glue, scissors, 
computers with 
printer, rulers, 
small squares of 
copy paper 

 
Resources: 

● Print outs from 
Nitty Gritty 
Notebook, 
textbook, overhead 
projection of most 
common models 

Periodic Table Google 
slides 

Day 4 
 

Topic: Isotopes 
 
Objective/Key Understanding: Students will correlate 
historical atomic structural models with particles and the 
development of the periodic table.  

● How are the components and parameters of a system 
defined?  

● How are the functions of the components in a system 
related to the structures and / or processes of the 
system? 

 

Instructional Notes: 
● Engage should be 

fast-paced and 
interactive. 

● Notes should be on 
board and available 
with page numbers 
from book. 

● A candy reward 
might be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqZh3NT_-fM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqZh3NT_-fM
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg


Engage:  
● Find the average /mean age of students in class. Find the 

median height. Find the mode food. Share this data and 
discuss if these statistics or data points reflect EVERY 
single classmate? Nope. these are quantifiable data. 

● Present the idea of an atom as the smallest particle of 
any element. Show the periodic tables in class and 
refresh the concept of element. 

● Ask whether or not (at this level of instruction) if electons 
can be broken down? Protons and Neutrons ( quarks-but 
even those are whole). So why is atomic mass a 
decimal? Average. If average than that means that all 
atoms of an element may not be exactly the same. 

● Question for interactive notebook, What is atomic mass 
and how is it calculated? 

 
Explain: 

● Provide students with table from 494 and definition of 
amu, isotope. Identify that atomic number is the number 
of protons and that atomic mass is the protons + 
neutrons-but if you have different neutrons in different 
concentrations you need to identify an average to 
represent the element statistically. 

● Use pages 494-497 to generate notes.  
 
Explore:  

● Students will complete the  Atomic Mass and Isotope Lab 
using their data from the M & M graphing activities. 
Students will complete this activity on the left side of their 
interactive notebook and answer the question.  

 
Extend: 

● Circle graph of completed data and answers to 
questions. 

● Homework/ alternative plan/special needs- Use Nitty 
Gritty Interactive Notebook page on atomic mass where 
students enter periodic table data and construct Bohr 
models for iso 

 
TEK:  
I.1A Demonstrate safe practices during laboratory and field 
investigations.  

I.2B Plan and implement investigative procedures, including asking 
questions, formlating testable hypotheses, and selecting equipment 
and technology. 

I.2C Collect data and make measurements with precision.  

I.2D Organize, analyze, evaluate, make inferences, and predict trends 
from data.  

I.2E Communicate valid conclusions. 
 
Closing: What properties does a neutron bring to the “table” for 
atomic structure?  

motivational for the 
completion of the 
lab.  

 
Resources: 

● Overhead projector 
● Textbook  
●  Atomic Mass and 

Isotope Lab  
● Interactive 

notebook with 
information from 
first M & M lab 

● Nitty Gritty 
Interactive 
Notebook  

● Periodic Table 
Google slides 

 
Materials: 

● Copy paper  
● Colored pencils  
● Compasses or 

circle models 

Day 5 
 

Topic: Introduction to the classification of elements and 
atoms on the Periodic Table.  
 

Instructional Notes:  

http://teachers.oregon.k12.wi.us/sundstrom/Physical%20Science/Atoms%20Periodic%20Table/Isotopes%20Lab.pdf
http://teachers.oregon.k12.wi.us/sundstrom/Physical%20Science/Atoms%20Periodic%20Table/Isotopes%20Lab.pdf
http://teachers.oregon.k12.wi.us/sundstrom/Physical%20Science/Atoms%20Periodic%20Table/Isotopes%20Lab.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg


Objective:/Key Understandings: Students will understand 
the organization of elements on the periodic table and how it 
is related to their structure and components.  

● How are the components and parameters of a system 
defined? 

● How are the functions of the components in a system 
related to the structures and / or processes of the 
system? 

● How can one system be considered a component of 
another system? 

● In what ways are models used to help us interpret 
systems? 

● What information do patterns provide about a system(s)? 
● In what ways can a system be described by its 

properties?  

 
Engage:  

● Project an early Medeleev Periodic table and review 
page 498-499. Mendeleev used atomic masses-review 
and differentiate from atomic number- discuss why. 

● Use 498-502, labeled graphic of periodic table, Nitty 
Gritty Interactive Notebook notes page to define, 
describe and explain groups, periods or families, rows, 
columns. 

 
Expand:  

● Students  in partners will complete MiniLab  Organizing 
Elements on page 499.  

● Create a set of “element” cards for each work station or 
table and reuse each period. Students will create their 
own table with group headings and family descriptions on 
their left page of interactive notebook. 

● Students will complete questions related to lab and 
discuss with class.  

 
Explain:  

● Periodic Table Google slides 
● Use MH animation of the Periodic Table to review and 

define periods, groups, families. Differentiate 
Mendeleev’s atomic mass organization and modern 
periodic table organization by atomic number. Identify 
why.  

● Use questions on TE 498 and 500 to extend 
understanding. 

● Connect the structure of the atom and the format of the 
periodic table using pages 502 and 503.  

● Use MH Animation of atomic energy levels to support 
structure and organization.  

 
TEK: 
I.2B Plan and implement investigative procedures, including asking 
questions, formlating testable hypotheses, and selecting equipment 
and technology. 

I.2C Collect data and make measurements with precision.  

I.2D Organize, analyze, evaluate, make inferences, and predict trends 
from data.  

● Have lab materials 
ready  

● make groups 3 or 
less  

 
Resources:  

● McGrawHill  
● Medeleev periodic 

table projection 
● MiniLab 

Organizing 
Elements 

● Periodic Table 
Google slides 

 
Materials:  

● Index cards 
● Markers/colored 

pencils  
● Lab handout  
● Textbook 
● Projector 

 
QUIZ 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg


I.2E Communicate valid conclusions. 

 
 
Closing: Students justify their “periodic” table by answering key 
understanding questions in addition to the questions from the lab. 
Focus on the periodic table being a system. 
 

Day 6 
 

Topic:  Relationship between atomic structure and 
organization of periodic table. Relationship between atomic 
structure and chemical properties. 
 
Objective:/Key Understandings: Students will build 
understanding of the relationship between atomic 
structures, Birh models,  and the organization of the periodic 
table including energy levels of atoms and their related 
physical and chemical properties.  

● How are physical and chemical systems interdependent? 

Engage: 
● Ask, How are physical and chemical systems 

interdependent? For the right side of the interactive 
notebook. Review what students already know about the 
periodic table to help understand that there are patterns 
in the number of electrons in the “outer energy level” and 
there must be a pattern for “filling” energy levels. 

Explain: 
● Use Nitty Gritty Notebook pages on Lewis Dot 

Structures/Diagram, pages 502-506 in textbook,  Periodic 
Table Google slides, images of atomic energy levels and 
provide right-side notes for students about how electrons 
are positioned in atomic models to create “electron cloud” 

● Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the Bohr 
model/Atomic Structure game. 

Extend:  
● Student groups will complete CPO lab 15A using the 

element tiles and construct a model of the periodic table.. 
● Each group will also have an atom building model and 

students in the group will be assigned to build models of 
one group of elements on the periodic table and draw 
Bohr models for the first 3-4 and then describe 
similarities in structure (physical properties) Pages 75-77 
of old CPO hardcopy TE materials. and research 
similarities/differences in chemical properties. 

● Groups do a Gallery Walk to observe other groups 
periodic table and representative element for electron 
configuration for each group. 

● Groups answer questions from labs.  
● Students may use textbook pages 502-506 to help them 

answer questions and understand relationships.  
 
TEKS:  
I.2D Organize, analyze, evaluate, make inferences, and 
predict trends from data. 

Instructional Notes:  
●  

 
Resources:  

● CPO Science 
Foundations lab 
booklet Need to 
scan and load onto 
Google Drive 

●  Periodic Table 
Google slides, 

● http://www.middles
choolchemistry.co
m/multimedia/chapt
er4/lesson3 

●  

 
Materials:  

● CPO atomic 
structure builder  

● CPO periodic table 
builder 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-td003Uy1YazFxcDg
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/multimedia/chapter4/lesson3
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/multimedia/chapter4/lesson3
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/multimedia/chapter4/lesson3
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/multimedia/chapter4/lesson3


I.2E Communicate valid conclusions.  
I.6B Relate chemical properties of substances to the 
arrangement of their atoms or molecules.  
 
Closing: Answer key understandings question- How are physical 
and chemical systems interdependent? 
 

Day 7 
 

Topic: Electron dot- Lewis dot diagrams help understand 
how the structure of an atom (electron in outermost energy 
level) is primary indicator of physical and chemical 
properties.  
 
Objective/Key Understandings: Students will be able to 
interpret and draw Lewis-dot or dot diagrams and be 
introduced to the term valence electrons.  

● In what ways are models used to help us interpret 
systems? 

● What information do patterns provide about a system(s)? 

 
Explain:   

● Use Intro of video 
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chap
ter4/lesson3 to demonstate the organization of electrons. 
Yesterday 

●  they probably noticed that the marbles had limited 
“parking places” in orbit around the nucleus. Some 
students may have even noticed that there were some 
letters and numbers associated with the layers/levels. 
Use images, sound optional. Students take notes on right 
side of interactive notebook.  

● View Valence Electrons and the Periodic Table add more 
notes 

● Students complete Periodic Table of Lewis Structures on 
left side of interactive notebook. 

 
Elaborate:  

● View water and element reactions from video starting at 
3:15 
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chap
ter4/lesson3  

● Students use elemental groups and atomic structure to 
research common chemical properties within each group. 
Record findings on bottom of Periodic Table of Lewis 
Structures 

  
TEK:  
I.6B Relate chemical properties of substances to the 
arrangement of their atoms or molecules.  
 
Closing: Electrons determine many properties of individual and 
groups of elements. What is your most prominent feature and 
what does it determine about you?  

Instructional Notes:  
● Let students 

connect the Energy 
level/Bohr model 
and the dot 
diagram without 
instructions  

● If quiz is online, 
acquire computers  

 
Resources:  

● Textbook  
● http://www.middles

choolchemistry.co
m/lessonplans/cha
pter4/lesson3  

●  Valence Electrons 
and the Periodic 
Table  

● Periodic Table of 
Lewis Structures 

 
 
Mathttps://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=yADrWdNT
WEcerials:  

● Activity sheet  
● Hard copy of test or 

computers  
 
 

Day 8 
 

Topic: Introduction of elements and their properties.  
 

Instructional Notes:  
 

http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chapter4/lesson3
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chapter4/lesson3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yADrWdNTWEc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AFIKRYxKxlX6pb-zB5R58LLQWC9DRbSacTa1aI38StY/edit
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chapter4/lesson3
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chapter4/lesson3
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AFIKRYxKxlX6pb-zB5R58LLQWC9DRbSacTa1aI38StY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AFIKRYxKxlX6pb-zB5R58LLQWC9DRbSacTa1aI38StY/edit
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chapter4/lesson3
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chapter4/lesson3
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chapter4/lesson3
http://www.middleschoolchemistry.com/lessonplans/chapter4/lesson3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yADrWdNTWEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yADrWdNTWEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yADrWdNTWEc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AFIKRYxKxlX6pb-zB5R58LLQWC9DRbSacTa1aI38StY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AFIKRYxKxlX6pb-zB5R58LLQWC9DRbSacTa1aI38StY/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yADrWdNTWEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yADrWdNTWEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yADrWdNTWEc


Objective/ Key Understandings: Students will use the 
periodic table and its color code to begin differentiating 
elements by physical and chemical properties.  

● In what ways is an understanding of chemistry useful in 
everyday life? 

● How are physical and chemical systems interdependent? 

 
Engage:  

● Periodic Table Song 
● After playing video (you may have to do it twice) project 

the Periodic Table with sample elements and the Periodic 
Table of commercial uses. Use Elements are Not Just 
Names on a Table for right side notes in interactive 
journal 

● List physical/chemical properties that classify these 
elements onto Physical and Chemical Properties in T 
chart on right hand side of interactive notebook. (Use link 
to check list)  Include hardness, brittle, malleable, ductile, 
conductor, insulator, cleavage, reactivity, combutibility, 
density, viscosity, buoyancy, boinling point/freezing point. 
Guide students to use all models from handout to 
understand color-coded table in text. 

 
Extend: 

● Provide students with one “puzzle block” section of a 
periodic table ( cut blank periodic tables into metals, 
metalloids, nonmetals, synthetic) Students complete their 
section in color, state of matter, information that should 
be included in each element entry.  

● Students then list physical properties associated with 
their block. 

● Students locate the other sections or puzzle pieces, 
combine them to create a complete periodic table. Check 
eachothers’ lists of physical properties and submit. 

 
TEK:  
I.6C Analyze physical and chemical properties of elements 
and compounds such as color, density, viscosity, buoyancy, 
boiling point, freezing point, conductivity, and reactivity.  
 
Closing: Students indicate how physical properties  and 
chemical properties are related to the physical structure of the 
element. 

● Focus on 
vocabulary building  

● Physical and 
Chemical 
properties should 
be review but need 
correlation with 
physical structure 
of atom 

 
Resources:  

● Textbook  
● Internet sources  
● Periodic Table 

Song 
● Elements are Not 

Just Names on a 
Table 

● Physical and 
Chemical 
Properties 

 
Materials:  
 

● Blank periodic 
tables for puzzle 
pieces 

● colored pencils 
● mounting paper 

 

Day 9 
 

Topic: Physical and chemical properties of metals and 
nonmetals.  
 
ObjectiveKey understandings: Students will identify and 
classify metal and nonmetal elements by their properties. 

● In what ways is an understanding of chemistry useful in 
everyday life? 

 
Engage:  

● Mini Lab Eating Nails for Breakfast 
● Students will identify iron in cereal  while applying the 

scientific method .Show the Steve Spangler video clip 
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=eating+nails+for+

Instructional Notes:  
● Nails lab should 

only take 20 
minutes and so 
should the chlorine 
lab. 

 
Resourc 

● Eating Nails for 
Breakfast 

● Chlorine 
Compounds in you 
Water.  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=periodic+table+song&view=detail&mid=C9A5721CC6D205CA5976C9A5721CC6D205CA5976&FORM=VIRE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_gMaJ1xAAQQmkhIKFcFTlmT11S3WKwokjGli7RYo4Ck/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_gMaJ1xAAQQmkhIKFcFTlmT11S3WKwokjGli7RYo4Ck/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19zhW5nrhR1BEXjQOjcF7okDkt0Mc6vnuJTMdV6qqfS8/edit
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breakfast&view=detail&mid=C1B953172DE1881FEFBAC
1B953172DE1881FEFBA&FORM=VIRE WITHOUT 
SOUND so the students have some idea for procedures 
and cut away before the magnet shows any iron. Write 
procedures as class so you can have wet samples for the 
day used repeatedly. 

● Students should understand its importance of iron to 
hemoglobin  

● Ask the question, “humans need iron and magnesium 
and copper and… but are humans more metal or 
nonmetal? Show students McGraw Hill animation from 
chapter 17. 

 
Extend:  

● Complete Mini Lab Identify Chlorine Compounds in you 
Water. Provide handout.  

 
TEK:  
I.2D Organize, analyze, evaluate, make inferences, and 
predict trends from data.  
 
I.2E Communicate valid conclusions.  
 
I.6C Analyze physical and chemical properties of elements 
and compounds such as color, density, viscosity, buoyancy, 
boiling point, freezing point, conductivity, and reactivity.  
 
Closing: Name some uses for the halogens chlorine, bromine, 
and iodine. 

 
Materials:  

● iron fortified cereal 
● Total cereal is 

impossible to find 
anymore- add 
some finely ground 
filings to cereal.  

● magnets  
● silver nitrate 

solution  
● test tubes  
● water samples  
● Computers 

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  
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